Unsteady-State Diffusion of Gas in Coals and Its Relationship with Coal Pore Structure
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ABSTRACT: Coalbed methane (CBM) is under consideration as a potential energy resource because of its global abundance. The exploitation and development of CBM depends on the correct characterization of coal structure and gas migration properties. In this paper, four coal samples with different degrees of metamorphism were collected from the northern China mining area. The gas desorption properties of these samples were studied using a modified gas desorption experimental setup. A nonconstant diffusion coefficient (non-CDC) model was introduced to analyze the gas diffusion properties. In addition, both mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) and low-pressure nitrogen gas adsorption (LP-N$_2$GA) were used to investigate the coal pore structure. The results indicate that gas desorption and diffusion vary significantly in coal samples with different degrees of metamorphism, and that the non-CDC model could accurately describe gas diffusion in coal. In bituminous and anthracite coal, gas desorption and diffusion abilities increased with the increasing degree of metamorphism, but both properties were greater in lignite coal. Comparing the pore structure characteristics and the gas desorption and diffusion properties showed that lignite’s particular pore structure resulted in a higher gas adsorption capacity than for high-volatility bituminous coal. The initial desorption and diffusion in lignite were also greater than in medium-volatility bituminous coal or anthracite coal. These results suggest that lignite has significant potential for CBM exploitation and development.

1. INTRODUCTION

Gas migration in coal is commonly observed during coal mining. The process of coal mining releases the gas in coal bodies due to the destruction of the coal’s structure. This can result in coal and gas outbursts$^{1−6}$ and gas explosions,$^{7−10}$ which are caused by increased methane concentrations resulting from the accumulation of desorbed coalbed methane (CBM). CBM exploitation depends on the characteristics of gas desorption, diffusion, and seepage in a particular area, which affect gas production and the difficulty of exploitation.$^{11−13}$ For these reasons, it is important to understand gas migration in coal.

One step of the coal gas migration processes is gas diffusion, which is a concentration equilibrium process where gas flows from high to low concentrations because of random molecule movement.$^{14,15}$ Gas diffusion is involved in the release of gas from coal during mining, gas emission from the broken coal during the outburst development process, and the gas desorption indices of drilling cuttings that are used to predict coal and gas outbursts in China. The gas concentration in coal changes over time as gas diffuses. This means that gas diffusion in coal is unsteady-state gas diffusion. Coal is generally regarded as a porous medium for the purpose of studying gas migration. For porous media, pore structure plays an important role in gas migration.$^{16}$ Based on their physical adsorption properties and capillary condensation theory, pores in the porous media are classified into the following three categories by the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC): micropores ($\leq 2$ nm in diameter), mesopores ($2−50$ nm in diameter), and macropores ($\geq 50$ nm in diameter).$^{17,18}$ This article follows these IUPAC pore standards.

Studies of gas diffusion in coal began in the early 1950s, leading to many mathematical models of gas desorption and diffusion in porous media.$^{19}$ Some investigators later modified the associated analytical solutions, combining them with the results of experimental research on coal samples to create many empirical or semiempirical equations describing gas diffusion properties in coal.$^{20−24}$ In China, the studies by Yang and Wang were especially important.$^{25,26}$ They combined diffusion mass transfer theory with experimental analysis to investigate coal gas emission and coal and gas outbursts. They proposed the limit particulate size hypothesis, which states that pores only exist in coal particles if the coal particles are small enough and if their gas diffusion can be described by Fick’s law. This allowed them to construct and solve differential equations describing gas diffusion in coal particles. Later, Wu$^{27}$ and Guo et al.$^{28}$ tested the diffusion coefficients and convective mass transfer coefficients and discussed the transformation of the gas diffusion boundary conditions. Coal gas diffusion theory has continued to develop in recent years, with a large number of experimental and theoretical models.$^{29,30}$ In the previous studies, the diffusion coefficient is considered and used as a constant.$^{20,25,26,29}$ Generally, for calculating the constant diffusion coefficient, only the initial desorption period, for
example where \( Q / Q_{\text{eq}} \leq 0.5 \), is considered because the gas desorbs relatively fast. The models based on the constant diffusion coefficient were set and used in certain engineering cases with low accuracy. However, it is found that the current constant diffusion coefficient models could not accurately characterize the gas migration properties in coals, which cannot well involve the entire process of gas diffusion in coal pores.

In this article, the unsteady-state gas diffusion properties in coal were investigated based on traditional gas diffusion theory and using a non-CDC model. Using a modified gas desorption experimental setup, gas desorption and diffusion in coal samples with different degrees of metamorphism were analyzed. Additionally, the pore structure characteristics of the different coal samples were measured using MIP and LP-N2-GA tests, and the effects of the coal pore structure on gas desorption and diffusion were investigated. Finally, the implications of the degree of metamorphism in coal samples on CBM exploitation and development are discussed.

## 2. EXPERIMENTAL WORK

### 2.1. Coal Samples

In the paper, four coal samples with different degrees of metamorphism were collected directly from working faces of the northern China mining area. The samples were sealed in canisters to prevent oxidization and then immediately transported to the laboratory for analysis. The four coal samples were labeled #1–#4. Table 1 shows the results of proximate analysis, gas adsorption and desorption methods. In this paper, the desorption equilibrium was calculated using the following equation:

\[
V_{\text{eq}} = -\frac{c}{\rho} \left( V_{V} V_{L} \right)
\]

where \( V_{\text{eq}} \) is the free gas volume, \( c \) is the moisture content on air-dried basis, \( \rho \) is the density of gas, \( V_{V} \) is the apparent void volume, and \( V_{L} \) is the Langmuir volume.

Table 1. Proximate and Petrographic Analyses of the Coal Samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>coal sample number</th>
<th>proximate analysis (wt%)</th>
<th>adsorption constants</th>
<th>coal rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( M_{d} )</td>
<td>( A_{d} )</td>
<td>( V_{id} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#1</td>
<td>11.86</td>
<td>10.02</td>
<td>42.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2</td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>12.78</td>
<td>36.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>17.15</td>
<td>24.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>16.54</td>
<td>11.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( M_{d} \) = moisture content on air-dried basis; \( A_{d} \) = ash content on air-dried basis; \( V_{id} \) = volatile matter content on dry ash-free basis; \( F_{id} \) = fixed carbon content on air-dried basis; \( V_{d} \) = Langmuir volume; \( P_{l} \) = Langmuir pressure; \( R_{\text{max}} \) = maximum vitrinite reflectance.

In this study, the unsteady-state gas desorption experimental setup was constructed. (1) High pressure CH₄ cylinder; (2) pressure reducing valve; (3) reference tank; (4) vacuum pump; (5) constant temperature bath; (6) coal sample tank; (7) gas desorption measuring cylinder; (8) gas sample bag; (a–d) pressure gauge; (e–g) valve.

In this study, the gas desorption experiments included the following steps:

- The density (\( \rho \)) of a coal sample was measured using an Ultrapyc 1200e Automatic Gas Pycnometer for Density from Quantachrome; the instrument has a resolution and accuracy of 0.0001 g/mL and 0.02%, respectively. Next, coal particles (weighing \( m_{c} \)) were placed in the coal sample tank. The temperature of the thermostatic water bath was adjusted to 60 °C, and the coal particles were outgassed for approximately 24 h under high vacuum to remove air and other impurities. Once the pumping had ceased, the temperature of the thermostatic water bath was adjusted to 30 °C and the coal sample tank was filled with methane (>99.9% purity) to an adsorption equilibrium pressure. It was considered that adsorption equilibrium had been reached after 6 h of unchanged pressure.
- The volume \( (V_{f}) \) of the coal sample in the coal sample tank was obtained using the following equation:

\[
V_{f} = \frac{m_{c}}{\rho}
\]

The volume of gas molecules adsorbed onto the coal pore surfaces is extremely small, which means that it can be ignored. Thus, combining the volume \( (V_{f}) \) of the coal sample tank with \( V_{f} \), the free gas volume \( (V_{V}) \) in the coal sample tank at adsorption equilibrium was calculated using the following equation:

\[
V_{V} = V_{f} - V_{c}
\]

The free gas volume \( (V_{f}) \) under the standard conditions was obtained with the following equation:

\[
\frac{P_{e} V_{f}}{T_{eq}} = \frac{P_{e} V_{f}}{T_{0}}
\]
where $P_{eq}$ is the adsorption equilibrium pressure in the coal sample tank, MPa; $T_{eq}$ is the temperature of the coal samples in the coal sample tank, K; $P_0$ is the standard pressure of 0.101325 MPa; and $T_0$ is the standard temperature of 273.15 K.

- Next, the valve ($g$, see Figure 1) was opened to link the coal sample tank to the gas sample bag, allowing the pressure to reduce to atmospheric pressure. As soon as possible, the valve ($g$) was then turned to connect the coal sample tank to the gas desorption measuring cylinder. The desorbed gas volumes at different times ($t$) were measured by recording the liquid level. Based on the atmospheric pressure and temperature outside the coal sample tank, the volumes were converted into volumes at STP ($V_i$). The gas volume in the gas sample bag was measured and converted into the volume at STP ($V_{e0}$), and then the modified volume ($Q$) of the desorbed gas per unit mass at various times $t$ was obtained using the following equation:

$$Q_t = \frac{V_t - (V_0 - V_{e0})}{m_t}$$

(4)

The ultimate desorption volume ($Q_\infty$) as $t$ approached $\infty$ was calculated as follows:

$$Q_\infty = \frac{V_P P_{eq} - V_{eq} P_{eq}}{P_1 + P_{eq}} \left(1 - M_{ad} - A_{ad}\right)$$

(5)

where $P_0$ is the atmospheric pressure outside the coal sample tank, MPa.

### 2.2.2. Evaluation of the Diffusion Coefficients

As a naturally fractured organic rock, coal offers a large amount of promising storage space and provides channels for CBM transportation. Gas migration in coal is a complex process. According to molecular movement theory, gas molecules are instantly adsorbed and/or desorbed by the coal pore surface. However, gas migration in coal must last for some time because of the resistance caused by gas diffusion out of various types of pores in the coal matrix and its flow through the fractures in coal. Thus, when studying gas migration in coal, the dual porosity media model is generally accepted. This model regards coal as a porous medium consisting of coal matrices and fractures. Adsorbed gas and free gas occur in the coal matrix pores, while the fractures act as channels for free gas migration. As shown in Figure 2, gas migration in coal can be simplified to three processes: first, adsorbed gas on the coal pore surface is desorbed; second, free gas diffuses from the coal matrices to the fractures; and finally, the gas flows out of the coal bodies. Thus, gas diffusion is important because it constitutes the initial stage of gas migration in coal.

To quantify the gas diffusion process from a mathematical point of view, the Fick’s law is used:

$$J = -D \frac{\partial c}{\partial t}$$

(6)

where $J$ is the diffusive flux, kg/(m²·s); $D$ is the diffusion coefficient or diffusivity, which reflects the diffusion “rate”, m²/s; $c$ is the concentration, kg/m³; $h$ is the distance, m; and $\frac{\partial c}{\partial t}$ is the concentration gradient (a vector). The negative sign indicates that the direction of the diffusive flux is opposite to the direction of the concentration gradient.

Coal is a complex porous material and the mechanisms of gas diffusion are affected by many factors. However, pore size and pore structure are generally considered to have the greatest effect. Some studies have suggested the following analytical solution for the gas diffusion coefficient of a spherical coal particle:

$$\frac{Q_1}{Q_{\infty}} = \frac{6\pi D t}{\sqrt{\pi} a^2}$$

(7)

where $\frac{Q_1}{Q_{\infty}}$ is the desorption ratio; and $a$ is the radius of the spherical coal particle, m.

For coal, the gas diffusion coefficient $D$ is far less than 1; hence, if the desorption time is very short, the above equation can be simplified as follows:

$$\frac{Q_1}{Q_{\infty}} = \frac{6\pi D t}{\sqrt{\pi} a^2} = K \sqrt{t}$$

(8)

where $K = \frac{6\pi D}{\sqrt{\pi} a^2}$.

Eq 8 indicates that there is a linear relationship between $\frac{Q_1}{Q_{\infty}}$ and $\sqrt{t}$ if the desorption time is very short. In the Cartesian coordinate system, a linear fit of $\frac{Q_1}{Q_{\infty}}$ versus $\sqrt{t}$ yields a value of $K$; this allows the calculation of the gas diffusion coefficient $D$. Eq 8 is generally used to determine the coalbed gas content.

The above method assumes a constant diffusion coefficient and is only accurate for short desorption times. Recently, some investigators have proposed a non-CDC model, in which the diffusion coefficient depends on the time $t$; the relationship between $\frac{Q_1}{Q_{\infty}}$ and $t$ is as follows:

$$\frac{Q_1}{Q_{\infty}} = \frac{6\sqrt{\pi} D t}{\sqrt{\pi} a^2} - \frac{3\sqrt{\pi} D t}{a^2}$$

(9)

Assuming the following:

$$J = \frac{Q_1}{Q_{\infty}}$$

(6)
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1. Gas Desorption and Diffusion Properties. Figure 3 and Table 2 show the gas desorption volumes, initial gas desorption rates, and ultimate desorption volumes of the four coal samples at the different adsorption equilibrium pressures. The desorption tests demonstrate that sample #1 had the largest initial desorption capacity; its desorption volume reached approximately 70% of the ultimate desorption volume in a short time (approximately 20 min), after which its desorption behavior rapidly tends to be stable. The desorption rates of coal samples #2, #3, and #4 were also relatively large, but they did not tend to be stable until approximately 2–3 h later. Additionally, the initial desorption rates, cumulative desorption volumes, and ultimate desorption volumes of coal samples #2, #3, and #4 increased with the increasing degree of metamorphism.

Based on Figure 3 and eq 8, the data of four coal samples at the adsorption equilibrium pressure of 2 MPa were used and analyzed as an example, and the linear fitting to the desorption data in the initial desorption period where \( Q/Q_{\infty} \leq 0.5 \) was carried out, and the results are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 shows that, except for sample #1, the correlation coefficients of the other three coal samples are very small, especially sample #3 with the correlation coefficient of 0.7208. Therefore, the constant diffusion coefficient model cannot accurately characterize the gas diffusion in coal samples. If \( D \) depends on the time \( t \), the relationship between \( t \) and \( F \) can be determined using polynomial fitting. The fitting formula and eq 13 were substituted into eq 14, allowing \( D \) to be determined at a given time \( t \) (Figure 5).

Figure 5 shows that the non-CDC model can describe the gas diffusion characteristics in the coal samples well. For all of the samples, the gas diffusion coefficients decreased over time. The initial gas diffusion coefficient of coal sample #1 was the largest, followed by samples #4 and #3, and finally sample #2. For sample #1, the rate of decrease of the gas diffusion
The degree of pore connectivity to classify coal samples at the adsorption equilibrium pressure of 2 MPa. The contrastive analysis results are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6 shows that the calculated values are essentially consistent with the measured values, which reflects that the calculation method is applicable and the non-CDC model meets the requirement of characterizing the coal gas diffusion.

3.2. Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry (MIP). Previous studies have used the degree of pore connectivity to classify the types of pores in coal as interconnected, passing, dead end, and closed pores (Figure 7). The first three pore types have important effects on gas adsorption/desorption, diffusion and seepage in coal.

Figure 8 shows the MIP curves for the four coal samples. The pore structure and connectivity can be evaluated based on the characteristics of the MIP curves. Generally, the MIP curves of open pores have hysteresis loops; in contrast, the MIP curves of semiclosed pores do not have hysteresis loops because the mercury ejection pressure is equal to the mercury intrusion pressure. However, the MIP curves from certain semi-enclosed pores called bottleneck pores (one example is the ink-bottle pore) that also have hysteresis loops because of the difference in the mercury ejection pressure between the bottleneck and the wider bottle body. Broad hysteresis loops indicate excellent pore connectivity. From Figure 8, it can be deduced that sample #1 has much better pore connectivity than samples #2, #3, and #4. Considering the compression effect and the damage to the coal structure caused by MIP at high pressure, pore diameters larger than 50 nm (macropores) measured by MIP (i.e., the mercury intrusion curves that are not covered by the shadow in Figure 8), are used in this article. Thus, the macropore volume and specific surface area of the four coal samples were determined (Table 3).

3.3. Low-Pressure Nitrogen Gas Adsorption (LP-N₂GA). Figure 9 shows the LP-N₂GA isotherms of the four coal samples. The mesopore (2–50 nm in diameter) and micropore (≤2 nm in diameter) data are of principal interest in this study (Table 3). Similar to the MIP curves, the LP-N₂GA isotherms also have conspicuous hysteresis loops, although these are produced by a markedly different process. The adsorption branch is associated with capillary condensation, while the desorption branch is associated with evaporation of the condensed liquid. The presence of a pronounced hysteresis loop indicates that evaporation from pores is a different process than capillary condensation in the pores; to some extent, this suggests that capillary condensation occurred in the mesoporous solids. Zigmond seems to be the first to use the Kelvin equation to interpret these phenomena. The equation relates the relative pressure (P/P₀) of gas at equilibrium with a liquid meniscus to the mean radius of curvature r of that meniscus, as follows:

\[ k_B T(\rho_1 - \rho_g) \ln(P/P_0) = \frac{2\gamma_l}{r} \]

where \( \rho_1 \) and \( \rho_g \) are the number densities of the coexisting liquid and gas, respectively; and \( \gamma_l \) is the liquid–gas surface tension at the temperature T. Based on this, five types of hysteresis loops have been identified and associated with various pore shapes; these are shown in Figure 10.

Figure 9 demonstrates that there are large differences between the coal samples based on their degree of metamorphism. Sample #1 exhibits a type E hysteresis loop, indicating the presence of numerous bottleneck pores. When the relative pressure \( (P/P_0) \) increases to the value corresponding to \( r_m \), the bottleneck fills with the liquid–vapor, after which the whole bottleneck pore is saturated by fluid with an increasing relative pressure. Hence, its adsorption curve increases gradually. However, large-scale gas desorption begins.
suddenly when the relative pressure decreases to the value corresponding to the \( r_n \). The gas adsorption/desorption isotherms of sample \#2 match type A, and the separation of the adsorption and the desorption branches occurs at a relative pressure of 0.5, which demonstrates that there are a large number of cylindrical pores. Additionally, the small hysteresis loop suggests that the coal has poor porosity, implying that many pores in sample \#2 have one closed side or dead end pores. Sample \#3’s hysteresis loop corresponds to type C, which has many conical pores. The minimum radius and maximum pore radii are \( r_m \) and \( R_m \) (\( R_m \leq 2r_m \)), respectively. For the adsorption branch, capillary condensation occurs suddenly when the relative pressure increases to the \( r_m \) value, resulting in the formation of a steep adsorption branch. For the desorption branch, the evaporation of condensed liquid begins when the relative pressure decreases to the \( R_m \) value and ends when the relative pressure decreases to the \( r_m \) value. Sample \#4 has type B adsorption/desorption isotherms and its hysteresis loop is large, indicating a large number of slit-like or plate-like pores with all open sides. These results are consistent with the studies of Nie et al. and Fan et al.

4. DISCUSSION

The gas adsorption and desorption ability of coal largely depends on its pore volume and specific surface area. The results of this study show that the gas desorption capacity of the four coal samples with different degrees of metamorphism decreased in the following order: \#4, \#3, \#1, and \#2. This result is consistent with the LP-N₂GA analysis showing the volume and total specific surface area of micropores and mesopores in the coal samples (Figure 11). Together, these data suggest that micropores and mesopores control the gas adsorption and desorption capacity of the coal samples, which is consistent with the research result from Nie et al. The gas adsorption and diffusion law demonstrates that sample \#1 had a greater...
initial gas desorption and diffusion ability than the other three samples. The gas desorption rates and diffusion coefficients of samples #2, #3, and #4 increased with the degree of metamorphism, which is consistent with the variations in macropore volume and specific surface area measured by MIP (Figure 12). As shown in previous studies, macropores likely act as channels for gas flow, controlling the initial speed of gas desorption and diffusion in coal. Over time, the gas desorption rate and diffusion coefficients of all four coal samples decreased (Figures 3 and 5); this probably occurred because the gas pressure and concentration in the pores of sample #1 decreased more quickly due to its greater initial gas desorption rate. Furthermore, the micropores and mesopores in coal sample #1 were mostly bottleneck pores, which have greater resistance to gas migration than other pore types.

In summary, compared with high-volatility bituminous coal, the pores in lignite coal matrices were better developed, especially the micropores and mesopores related to the gas adsorption and desorption capacity. Additionally, the macro-pore development in lignite results in greater initial gas desorption and diffusion than in bituminous or anthracite coal. The MIP curves and LP-N2GA isotherms for lignite show that large hysteresis loops, suggesting good pore connectivity and many open pores that are favorable for gas migration. Finally, the desorption data indicate that it only spends less than 3 min that 60% of the total adsorbed gas in the lignite was desorbed. In contrast, coal sample #2 (the high-volatile bituminous coal), coal sample #3 (the medium-volatile bituminous coal), and coal sample #4 (the anthracite) need 24–40 min, 18–26 min, and 10–18 min, respectively. Consequently, lignite has significant potential for CBM exploitation and development.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, four coal samples with different degrees of metamorphism from the northern China mining area were studied. A conventional gas desorption experimental setup was modified to analyze gas desorption in the coal samples.
Unsteady-state gas diffusion properties in the samples were investigated using a non-CDC model. The coal pore structural characteristics were also measured using MIP and LP-N₂GA, and their effects on gas desorption and diffusion properties in coal were evaluated. Finally, the implications of these results for CBM exploitation and development were discussed. The experimental results suggest the following conclusions:

- The gas desorption and diffusion properties of coal samples with different degrees of metamorphism vary significantly. The non-CDC model can describe the gas diffusion characteristics in all of these coal samples well. The gas desorption and diffusion capacity of the bituminous and anthracitic coal samples increased with the increasing degree of metamorphism; however, these properties were significantly better in lignite.

- MIP analyses indicated that lignite and anthracite have better pore connectivity than bituminous coal. The lignite sample also had the largest macropore volume and

Figure 9. LP-N₂GA isotherms of the four coal samples.

Figure 10. LP-N₂GA hysteresis loops and their corresponding pore shapes.
specific surface, followed by the anthracite and the medium-volatility bituminous coal; the high-volatility bituminous coal had the smallest value. The LP-N₂GA tests suggested that there were numerous bottleneck pores in the lignite, cylindrical pores in the high-volatility bituminous coal, and conical pores in the low-volatility bituminous coal. Finally, the anthracite sample had a large number of slit or plate-like pores with open sides.

- Micropores and mesopores controlled the gas adsorption and desorption capacity of the coal samples. The macropores acted as channels for gas flow, controlling the initial speed of gas desorption and diffusion. The pore structure of lignite resulted in its high gas adsorption capacity, which exceeded that of the high-volatility bituminous coal; lignite’s strong initial gas desorption and diffusion also exceeded that of the bituminous coal and the anthracite. Therefore, lignite has significant potential for the exploitation and development of CBM.
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**NOMENCLATURE**

\( M_{ad} \) Moisture content on air-dried basis, %
$A_{\text{ad}}$ Ash content on air-dried basis, %
$V_{\text{daf}}$ Volatile matter content on dry ash-free basis, %
$F_{\text{coal}}$ Fixed carbon on air-dried basis, %
$V_1$ Langmuir volume, m$^3$/t
$P_1$ Langmuir pressure, MPa
$P_0$ The standard pressure, 0.101325 MPa
$T_0$ The standard temperature, 273.15 K
$R_{\text{max}}$ Maximum vitrinite reflectance, %
$\rho$ Density of coal sample, kg/m$^3$
$m$ Weight of coal sample, kg
$V_i$ Volume of the coal samples in the coal sample tank, mL
$V_{\text{ts}}$ Volume of the coal sample tank, mL
$V_f$ Free gas volume in the coal sample tank, mL
$P_{\text{eq}}$ Adsorption equilibrium pressure in the coal sample tank, MPa
$T_{\text{eq}}$ Temperature of the coal samples in the coal sample tank, K
$t$ Desorption time, s
$V_a$ Gas desorption volume at STP, mL
$V_{\text{ts}}$ Gas volume in the gas sample bag at STP, mL
$Q_d$ Desorption gas volume per unit mass at the different times $t$, m$^3$/t
$Q_{\text{eq}}$ Ultimate desorption volume as $t$ approaches $\infty$, m$^3$/t
$P_\text{atm}$ Atmospheric pressure outside the coal sample tank, MPa
$J$ Diffusive flux, kg/(m$^2$·s)
$D_d$ Diffusion coefficient or diffusivity, m$^2$/s
$c$ Concentration, kg/m$^3$
$h$ Distance, m
$a$ Radius of the spherical coal particle, m
$r$ Pore radius of porous materials, nm
$\sigma$ Surface tension of Hg, dyn/cm$^2$
$\theta$ Contact angle between Hg and the coal surface
$\rho_l$ Number densities of coexisting liquid
$\rho_g$ Number densities of coexisting gas
$\gamma_g$ Liquid–gas surface tension at temperature $T$, N/m
$r_b$ Radius of the bottleneck in the bottleneck pore, nm
$r_{\text{max}}$ Maximum radius of the bottleneck pore, nm
$r_{\text{min}}$ Minimum radius of the conical pore, nm
$r_{\text{m}}$ Maximum radius of the conical pore, nm
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